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Dear Editor, Journal of BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine
We highly appreciate the detailed valuable comments of the referees on my manuscript. The suggestions are quite helpful for us and we incorporate them in the revised paper. You will note our changes/amendments are written in red color.. We hope the Reviewers and the Editors will be satisfied with our responses to the ‘comments’ and the revisions for the original manuscript. However, if you need any further inquiries, please inform me. Thanking you in advance for your kind co-operation. With kind regards,
Dr. Abdel-Tawab H. Mossa
Associate Professor
Environmental Toxicology Research Unit (ETRU), Pesticide Chemistry Department, National Research Centre, Tahrir Street, B.O.Box 12311, Dokki, Cairo, EGYPT.
Tel.: (202)-33371211/33371615; Fax: (202)-33370931
E-mail: abdeltawab.mossa@yahoo.com